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This magazine is an invitation for followers of all traditions to enter into a
dialogue whose goal is Truth and whose means is Universal Brotherhood.
H.P. Blavatsky Defense Fund
This will announce the above named defense
fund which has only one purpose — to raise
$10,000 in order to publish an authentic Volume I of HPB’s Letters.
While the discussion of the spurious volume
printed last year by The Theosophical Publishing House is valuable, still it leaves one with the
uneasy sense that nothing will be accomplished by complaint alone. The best way to arrest a disruptive cause already in motion, is to
set up a new one to correct the problem.1 Those
responsible for publishing the fraudulent volume are no more ready to undo their work than
the publishers of the spurious Secret Doctrine
were 100 years ago.
There is an irony about this announcement as
it is a repeat in miniature of what happened approximately 100 years ago. In 1905 or thereabouts a very small group of serious students
came to the conclusion that the only way to get
H.P. Blavatsky’s original Secret Doctrine back in
print was to do it themselves. It took them 20
years to raise the necessary funds for such an
expensive undertaking, but they persevered
and in 1925 the first facsimile2 release of HPB’s
original Secret Doctrine saw the light of day. It is
still in print; in fact, two publishers, The Theosophy Company and Theosophical University
Press have it on their booklist.
The Aquarian Theosophist (www.teosophia.com/
will print a thermometer in each of its
Supplements showing what progress toward
the goal is being made. Checks, etc. can be
made payable to Jerome Wheeler [Blavatsky
Defense Fund], and mailed to —

Please indicate whether you desire the gift acknowledged as:
1. Anonymous
2. With Initials only
3. With full name.
Donations are not tax-deductible.
HPB’s practice in The Theosophist and Lucifer
of publicly acknowledging donations will be
used, giving all of us a record of the finances.
The idea of transparent financial operations is
becoming more popular as the new cycle gains
momentum.
As the volume will NOT be facsimile, some idea
of its proposed contents are:
In the forward to the volume there will be two
items written by Madame Blavatsky:
1. “Why I Do Not return to India”
2. Madame Blavatsky’s March 11, 1885
letter to Colonel Olcott.
Both these items describe the necessary attitude of a student seeking the Spiritual Path.
It will not contain the Solovyoff series. An appendix containing HPB’s letter detailing why
Solovyoff is an unreliable purveyor of information will be included along with reasons for
omitting the “Russian Spy” item.

AT.html)

Blavatsky Defense Fund
Attn. Jerome
245 West 33rd Street
Los Angeles, CA 90007-4108
U.S.A.

1
2

Most remaining letters of the 1861-1879 period
will be included, but with carefully written introductions.
We are open to suggestions on how to improve
the power of this proposed volume. If other
groups wish to co-sponsor such a work, so
much the better.
Yours sincerely and fraternally,
jerome

“For it is written: ‘Teach to eschew all causes; the ripple of effect, as the great tidal wave, thou shalt let run its
course.’ ” (The Voice of the Silence, 2nd Fragment)
Photographic reproduction.
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Editorial

Fear and a Universal Solvent
Water dissolves, and the more vital the water is, the
more thoroughly it works. We live in a time when
there is a great need for a vital solvent to wash away
the mundane ideation that is limiting mankind at every turn. The Theosophical Cause is the prescription
for our time, and if it is not used soon, Nature will
have her way and use her own solvent. If the Theosophical Cause is the prescription, then it is important to understand the nature of that Cause.

anyone tries to expose the ugly lies sitting under the
newly spun truths, they are attacked and belittled
with the help of a parade of paid experts. It is time for
theosophists to put a stop to personal attacks because personal attacks are simply covers for dark
agendas. When we cease to tolerate personal attacks, the lies that lay hidden behind them will be exposed without their protection and they can be
washed away.

In the simplest terms, the Masters provided mankind
with two prizes: the collected wisdom of the past, and
a Society pledged to Universal Brotherhood to protect that wisdom. That wisdom was presented in
such a way as to show that the mundane knowledge
of the day was simply derivative of the wisdom of the
past, at its best, and wrong at its worst. Theosophy,
therefore, provided a threat to those who had a
vested interest in the mundane knowledge of the
present. The Masters knew that the wisdom of the
past would be attacked. The only way to protect that
wisdom would be for a group of good individuals to
band together and protect one another’s backs. This
group of good individuals was initially The Theosophical Society, pledged as it was to forming a Nucleus of Universal Brotherhood.

Blavatsky and Judge are the test cases. Old accusations are kept alive in the hope that one day only the
accusations will be remembered. This is the game
that is being played right now, a very serious game
for the minds of humanity. People ignore writers
whose reputations have been smeared. The ideas of
the writers (in this case Blavatsky and Judge) are
blockaded by innuendo.

While Blavatsky set about putting forth the doctrines
of the ancients as they understood those doctrines,
Olcott was busy putting together a Society that
would allow all of its members to seek for truth on
their own path and in their own way. Blavatsky began several magazines that allowed her to discuss
the weaknesses in many religious and scientific doctrines. She never attacked anyone personally as she
always had truth on her side. When you have truth it
is unnecessary to try and destroy someone else’s
credibility. Naturally this did not stop others from attacking her credibility and trying to drag her reputation through the mud. It is these attacks, first on
Blavatsky and later on Judge, that theosophists have
to get a handle on.
Initially, when the Society was whole, members protected one another from attack. Now a loose group of
individual theosophists are trying to protect one another and the Society’s founders. These attacks on
Blavatsky and Judge have continued on through the
entire 20th century and into the 21st century. Character assassination has become a national pastime
played out in the media, where vague innuendo and
the reporting of unsubstantiated allegations have
taken the place of the reporting of facts. Spin doctors
create truths where only ugly lies existed before. If
28

What happens when people cease to tolerate innuendo? You are left with what that person did, what
was said, what was written. Within the confines of a
Universal Brotherhood you are not allowed to take
short cuts but rather forced to deal with the ideas.
You must learn to think for yourself. It is this last
consequent, learning to think for yourself, that is so
dangerous to the powerful who do not want a Society
that can think for themselves. They want to cover up
their lies with spin and then attack anyone who
questions their nonsense. They cannot argue to protect the lies because there are no arguments that will
work, so they are left with destroying the messenger.
Theosophists must learn to be intolerant of innuendo if they would serve the Theosophical Cause.
The Theosophical Cause was designed to create a
nucleus of people able to think for themselves.
If loss of reputation is our fear, then the solvent for
that fear is, as a group, to protect everyone’s reputation. If reputations are sacrosanct then we have to
look at the ideas expressed by each other. We are
forced to think. If someone continually expresses
poor ideas, then they will be taken less seriously because of the ideas. Their motives for expressing poor
ideas do not need to be addressed. Theosophists
who want to deal in innuendo should be viewed as in
the kindergarten class of theosophy, not ready to
graduate until they cease to deal in innuendo. Theosophists have been grappling with this idea for over
a century. There are still theosophists who want to
deal with this poison. Perhaps it is time to quietly see
them for what they are and cease to pay them too
much attention. When you can name a demon, that
demon ceases to have power over you.
FOHAT

The Embellishment of Truth:
Understanding Self-Delusion
in the Esoteric Movement
Carlos Cardoso Aveline
Since ancient times, it has been a well-established
axiom in eastern and western philosophies that the
ideas of Truth, Beauty and Goodness are deeply interconnected, and that they are impossible to separate from one another.
Goodness and Beauty are usually pleasant, and
Robert Crosbie quoted the Laws of the Manu, known
in India for thousands of years:
Let him say what is true.
Let him say what is useful.
Let him say what is pleasant.
Let him utter no disagreeable truth.
Let him utter no agreeable falsehood.1

As to the West, let’s see one example from Ancient
Greece. In his dialogue Philebus, Plato presents a
conversation with Socrates. The great philosopher is
discussing the inner and alchemical process by
which we learn to combine in the proper way different subtle substances in our consciousness, so that
we attain Goodness. Socrates explains:
. . . Any want of measure and symmetry in any
mixture whatever must always be of necessity fatal, both to the elements and to the mixture, which
is then not a mixture, but only a confused medley
which brings confusion on the possessor of it.

Protarchus agrees, saying: “Most true”. Socrates
proceeds:
And now the power of the good has retired into the
region of the beautiful; for measure and symmetry
are beauty and virtue all the world over. (. . .) Also
we said that truth was to form an element in the
mixture. (. . .) Then, if we are not able to hunt the
Good with one idea only, with three we may catch
our prey; Beauty, Symmetry, Truth are the three,
and these taken together we may regard as the
single cause of the mixture, and the mixture as being good by reason of the infusion of them.2

No doubt. Goodness, truth, symmetry and beauty
are inseparable realities acting through an inte1
2

grated process, an “infusion”. Yet for the student of
esoteric philosophy simply accepting this idea is not
enough. It is also necessary to know that the dynamic unity of these substances is beyond the field of
perception given by the five senses and personal
memory, and that it can only be understood at the inner level.
Let’s examine, for instance, the Beauty present in
Truth. It cannot be always seen. It is fundamentally
hidden and only occasionally external. Things are often not what they seem, and the Truth beneath surfaces can easily appear — or be construed and
presented — as something bad, ugly, painful, or even
unfriendly, aggressive, heretical and dangerous.
The beauty of the spiritual path leading to
self-knowledge is also internal, and to think that it
must always show itself externally has been for centuries a great source of unnecessary illusion and suffering. Therefore all appearances of beauty, truth
and goodness should be carefully examined by every
student. Walking along this arduous path, he will
gradually learn how to prevent self-illusion and also
how not to mislead others.
Truth is frequently difficult to accept, and H.P.
Blavatsky warned us about the many obstacles to
sincerity. She wrote:
Sincerity is true wisdom, it appears, only to the
mind of the moral philosopher. It is rudeness and
insult to him who regards dissimulation and deceit as culture and politeness, and holds that the
shortest, easiest, and safest way to success is to
let sleeping dogs and old customs alone. But, if
the dogs are obstructing the highway to progress
and truth, and Society will, as a rule, reject the
wise words of (St.) Augustine, who recommends
that “no man should prefer custom before reason
and truth,” is it a sufficient cause for the
philantropist to walk out of, or even deviate from,

The Friendly Philosopher, Robert Crosbie, The Theosophy Company, Los Angeles, 1945, 415 pp., see p. 48.
Philebus, a dialogue by Plato, included in the volume Plato, published by Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc., Great Books of the
Western World, Chicago, London, Toronto, 1952, 814 pp., see pp. 637-638.
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the track of truth, because the selfish egoist
chooses to do so?3

Therefore, whenever a group or section of the theosophical movement starts embellishing truth so that
it gets more attractive to the world and to the people
at large, there is danger. Truths which appear to be
ugly may be swept aside. Those who insist in raising
uncomfortable facts will be considered dangerous
people. Credulity will come in and people will forget
these classical words of a Mahatma: “Credulity
breeds credulity and ends in hypocrisy”.4
Once artificial beautification of truth leads people to
credulity, it soon creates the need for more and more
embellishment of reality. Later on, a moment will
come when this group of theosophists has no clear
criteria any longer to distinguish truth from illusion
or fact from fiction. Once the apparently ugly truths
have started being eliminated from the field of our
conscious sight, it follows that the apparently beautiful lies, illusions and falsehoods begin to replace
Truth. An old saying states that lies are ashamed of
their ugliness, so they disguise themselves as truths.
That is why our Teachers recommend that students
should have the courage to choose truth at all times,
regardless of appearances. It is a question of spiritual survival, and HPB wrote:
Our motto was from the first, and ever shall be:
“THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER THAN TRUTH.”
Truth we search for, and, once found, we bring it
forward before the world, whencesoever comes. 5

Yet the theosophical movement as a whole has had a
steady pattern of wrong choices with regard to this
question. Many great and small examples of “truth
embellishment” or self-delusion can be found in the
several theosophical groups and institutions around
the world — and most probably in our own lives, too.
Therefore, while looking at the mistakes made by
other persons or by the esoteric movement at large,
each student should have enough courage to remember that all human karma is his own, and illusion is not something to be identified and
comdemned in others only.
The moral beauty present in acknowledging and correcting our mistakes runs underneath the deceiving
surfaces of life, and it has long-term effects. According to the Golden Stairs given to esoteric students
3
4

through HPB, to have an open mind and to make a
brave declaration of principles are two necessary
steps for those who would like to have access to the
inner Temple of Truth.6 This means challenging routine.
An open mind and a courageous declaration of principles are two essential practices for groups and institutions, as well as individuals. With these two
instruments the theosophical movement can learn
from its own mistakes. This should not be too complicated according to a popular saying in Brazil,
which explains:
The wise ones learn from other people’s mistakes;
the moderately ignorant learn from their own mistakes; only complete fools do not learn even from
their own mistakes.

We should be humble enough to admit and to discuss our failures, in order not to repeat them. If we
accept we don’t know things we don’t know, at least
we will have an open mind, and this is the first socratic step for starting to learn a new lesson at a
higher level.
With an open mind we can also say what we think.
Let us see, then, in this spirit, a few examples of
self-delusion in the history of the esoteric movement.
Occasions when truth was embellished or simply
abandoned because it did not seem to appear beautiful enough at the eyes of the public. Moments when
untruthfulness was seen as irresistibly beautiful, elegant, even charming.
* In 1884-85, when HPB was accused by the Society

for Psychical Research (SPR) of being a “fascinating
case of fraud”, leading theosophists in India decided it would be easier not to challenge the offenders by defending HPB and the Truth against them.
HPB got sick and had to leave Adyar never to come
back. It took one hundred years for the very SPR to
honestly make a public acknowledgement that after all HPB was NOT a fraud. Instead, she was the
VICTIM of the forgeries and falsehoods fabricated
by her slanderers.7
* During the 1890s, William Q. Judge was accused

by the Adyar T.S. (led by Henry Olcott and Annie
Besant) of forging messages supposedly coming

H.P. BlavatskyCollected Writings, TPH, Wheaton(USA), London (UK), Madras (India), Volume IX, second printing, 1986, 488 pp.,
see p. 6.
Letter 46, dated 1900, from Mahatma K.H. to Annie Besant, in Letters From the Masters of the Wisdom, transcribed and compiled
by C. Jinarajadasa, first series, Sixth Printing, 1973, TPH, Adyar, Madras/Chenai, India, 183 pp., see page 99.

5

H.P. Blavatsky Collected Writings, TPH, Volume IX, 1986, 488 pp., see p. 7.

6

H.P. Blavatsky Collected Writings, TPH, Volume XII, 1980, 859 pp., see p. 503.

7

See H.P. Blavatsky and the SPR, an examination of the Hodgson Report of 1885, by Vernon Harrison, Theosophical University
Press, Pasadena, USA, 1997, 78 pp.
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from the Mahatmas. The editors of the book The
Theosophical Movement 1875-1950 8 received a
document signed by Mr. B. P. Wadia, a well-known
theosophist. The document, signed in December
15, 1947, says:
Not only Col. Olcott, but also Mrs. Besant came to
perceive the error of her ways in later years. A respected member of the Adyar Society who had
fully studied the Judge case interviewed Mrs.
Besant specially on the subject. In course of the
serious conversation, Mrs. Besant admitted that
what was presented to her was on the whole accurate and that she had come to a conclusion some
time previously that Judge did not forge those letters; and that the messages received by him were
genuine. On being requested to say that much
only, if not more, to the Theosophical public the
world over Mrs. Besant demurred and remarked
that it was such an old and forgotten matter —
“Why revive it?” On permission being sought by
the friend to make her view public, she flatly refused. This came as a shock to the gentleman who
was refused this permission, for he fully expected
that in the interests of historical veracity Mrs.
Besant would agree to say in public what she so
readily admitted to him in private conversation,
completely exonerating Mr. Judge from manufacturing bogus Mahatma messages.9

* During the first part of the 20th century, Mr. C. W.

Leadbeater and Mrs. Annie Besant proudly announced to the world that Lord Christ himself
would personally come back in a public way, together with the higher self of the Roman Emperor
Julius Caesar, and both would eliminate most of
the world’s problems, including wars and poverty,
before the end of that century.10 It had all appearance of a beautiful dream — or at least of an embellished fancy. Christ’s “vehicle” and instrument in
the Second Coming was to be Mr. Jiddu
Krishnamurti, with the help of the Liberal Catholic
Church led by Leadbeater. At the same time, Leadbeater also described with all sort of details, in the
first editions of his book The Inner Life, the advanced human civilization which according to him
lives on the physical plane in the planet Mars, with
its large cities, social organizations, agriculture
and so on. Not content with the fantastic information about Mars, Leadbeater also let the world
know that physical plane houses of people living
on the planet Mercury have doors which are sev8
9

eral feet above the soil, so that people have to take
considerable jumps to get to them. But this is not a
problem, since gravity in Mercury happens to be
much less intense than on Earth.11 For some unexplained reason, however, the Adyar T. S. has apparently forgotten in recent years that these
clairvoyant reports have ever been written and sold
around the world under the name of Theosophy.
The 1978 USA edition of The Inner Life did not include the text on Mars and Mercury. Several clairvoyant books written by C.W. Leadbeater seem to
have silently disappeared into thin air. Unfortunately, many other absurdities present in his
books are still for sale worldwide. The truth about
Leadbeater’s mistakes has not been considered
beautiful enough, perhaps, to be honestly presented to the public.
* In the year 2000, the Theosophical Publishing

House/Quest Books published the unfortunate
volume The Esoteric World of Madame Blavatsky,
by Daniel Caldwell. This 451 pp. book is a collection of testimonies, false and true, about the life of
H. P. Blavatsky. With this book, Daniel Caldwell
inaugurated a new “editorial policy” adopted by the
Adyar Theosophical Society in America12, which
consists of publishing lies and libels invented by
the old enemies of H. P. Blavatsky and of the theosophical movement as if they were authentic documents. The new editorial “policy” also includes
publishing these false accusations scattered
amidst authentic documents, which makes it
harder for the inexperienced student to identify the
falsehoods whose effect — if unresisted — would
be killing HPB’s memory and destroying its spiritual vibration at the moral, ethical and occult levels, which are inevitably interconnected. Thus
HPB’s image could be apparently put at the same
level as some other “theosophical” leaders, perhaps. In the disgusting volume The Esoteric World
of Madame Blavatsky — while believing the editor
has selected truthful documents — the reader will
bump into many of the lies written against HPB.
There he will see two texts by Emma Coulomb (pp.
35-36 and pp. 210-215) with no word from the “editor”
Daniel Caldwell admitting he is publishing documents which have no trace of truth in them whatsoever.

Published by Theosophy Company.
The Judge Case, a Conspiracy Which Ruined the Theosophical C)75-, by Ernest Pelletier, Edmonton Theosophical Society, a
one-volume edition with 983 pages in two parts. See p. 443, second part.

10
11
12

See MAN, Whence, How and Whither, by C. W. Leadbeater and Annie Besant, TPH, Adyar. The Brazilian Edition of this work only
recently disappeared from bookshops.
Readers can examine Mr. Leadbeater’s remarkable clairvoyant description of physical life on Mars and Mercury in the magazine Theosophical History, January 1988, pp. 142-148.
This Editorial “policy” does not have the approval of the International President of the Adyar Society, Mrs. Radha Burnier, as
she clarified in a letter addressed to me and dated 24 June 2004.
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* Caldwell’s book also contains two texts by Mr.

Solovyov with attacks against HPB; one false testimony by Mr. Richard Hodgson, several false accusations against HPB made by Moncure D. Conway
and many other unjust attacks aimed at her who is
not here to defend herself. The disgusting material
includes utter disrespect for two Sacred Teachers
and Their names, in one of the libels signed by
Emma Coulomb. Its reproduction by a Publishing
House which calls itself “Theosophical” is something which surpasses and goes relatively far beyond the limits of absurdity. HPB wrote long
enough in The Key to Theosophy13 about the abuse
of sacred names, even when the cause of such a
desecration is not a collection of deliberate lies
against the theosophical philosophy.
As to this kind of action, there are two levels of
karma: the karma of actively publishing lies
against the Masters and HPB, and the karma of
anyone who knows about this and does nothing.
This will not be the karma of earnest students. In
the Preliminary Memorandum of the Esoteric Section of Theosophical Society, issued in 1888, Mrs.
Blavatsky made an inspiring quotation from the
Book of Discipline in the schools of Dzyan and from
a letter of a Master: “He who wipeth not away the
filth with which the parent’s body may have
been defiled by an enemy, neither loves the
parent nor honours himself. He who defendeth
not the persecuted and the helpless (. . .) hath
been born too soon in human shape.”14 I can
only humbly agree with these wise words.
* It is true that the editor of The Esoteric World of Ma-

dame Blavatsky wrote at the preface of the book:
“These reminiscenses by her relatives, acquaintances, friends, co-workers, and enemies give a
vivid portrayal of Madame Blavatsky’s personality
and allow the reader to enter into the historical milieu of her time.” But he forgot the profound difference between an enemy and a liar. An enemy, says
the dictionary, is an adversary or an opponent —
often an honest person. A liar is a person who tells
lies — or who knowingly helps propagating them.
Enemies may say unpleasant truths and we
should be able to learn from them. The problem is
not with enemies, then, but with false testimonies.
The editor of The Esoteric World of Madame
Blavatsky wrongly called “reminiscenses” the old,
well-known falsehoods and proven lies. He and
TPH-Wheaton considered them beautiful enough
to go to the public.

hatma Letters to A.P.Sinnett, I made an issue-by-issue comparative study showing the radical and irreconcilable differences between the HPB/Masters
Teachings and the fantastic writings of C. W. Leadbeater. I submitted the study to Ms. Joy Mills, former International Vice-President of the Adyar T.S.,
and a well-known student of the Mahatma Letters.
Ms. Mills confirmed my evidences and conclusions. She wrote that Leadbeater’s clairvoyant
books are mostly “science-fiction”, but recommended that I should remain quiet and silent
about that. In July 2002 I submitted the same
comparative study to the international president of
the Adyar T.S., Ms. Radha Burnier. In her answer
to me, she carefully avoided taking any clear position on the subject. In this particular case too, it
seems that Truth was not considered beautiful
enough to see the light of the day.
* In

June 2004, the Theosophical Publishing
House-Wheaton published the volume entitled Letters of H. P. Blavatsky – Volume I including in it, as
authentic documents, some 20 false letters whose
originals never appeared except in the creative
imagination of Mr. Vsevolod Solovyov, and whose
content is disgustingly offensive to Truth and to
the theosophical movement. Mr. John Algeo, the
editor of the forgeries, half-admitted in a message
to Ms. Dara Eklund (of which I have a xerox copy),
that he made this mistake in spite of having been
warned beforehand about the subject. Yet he refuses to publicly acknowledge his wrongdoing or to
take the steps necessary to correct the situation.
Once more, untruthfulness has been considered
good and beautiful enough to go to the public.
Truth, on the other hand, does not seem to be the
right thing to offer the public.

The Case and the accusations against William Q.
Judge, as the careful Leadbeaterian descriptions of
human physical life and civilization in Mars and Mercury, or the libels and forged letters against HPB, and
the information about the spectacular coming back
of Christ and Julius Caesar in the 20th Century — all
these seem to have the same degree of inaccuracy.
The occult effects and dangers created by this process of departure from Truth were clearly pointed out
by Master K.H. in Letter XXX of the Mahatma Letters.
Addressed to Mr. Allan O. Hume, the letter makes a
vivid comparison between the practical methods employed by the Adepts of the Eternal Truth and — the
Jesuits. Something to think about and to meditate.
The Mahatma writes:

* In 1999-2000, while working as an editor in the

. . . continued on page 45

translation into Portuguese language of the Ma13

The Key to Theosophy, H. P. Blavatsky, Theosophy Company, Bombay, India, 367 pp., 1987. See pages 298-301.

14

H.P. Blavatsky Collected Writings, TPH, Volume XII, 1980, 859 pp., see pp. 502-503.
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Reopening the Judge Case — Why Now?
Robert Bruce MacDonald
With the publication of Ernest Pelletier’s new book,
The Judge Case, followers of theosophical history are
naturally asking whether there is anything new to be
learned by studying this event. William Q. Judge has
been largely ignored by certain factions of the Theosophical Movement over the last century, and it has
only been since the 1970’s, with the work of Dara
Eklund and her series The Echoes of the Orient, and
with Ernest and Rogelle Pelletier’s work in republishing such works as The Theosophical Forum, and The
Path / Theosophy, that Judge has once again made
his way into the consciousness of many theosophists
and historians.
Looking at Judge’s published work, it is clear that
this work followed the Blavatsky tradition, was of a
quality that rivaled Blavatsky’s work, as Blavatsky
herself pointed out (BCW IX, 245), and in no way could
undermine his reputation. What many historians do
allege is that Judge was politically motivated over a
period of years, up to the end of his life, to use the
Mahatmas’ supposed authority to further his own
ends by writing Mahatmic missives on certain letters
that he or others had written to other members in the
Theosophical Movement. In addition it is also alleged
that Judge, after Blavatsky’s death in 1891, started
seeing mediums in an attempt to contact his recently
departed colleague. It is believed by some that he
was duped by a medium, Katherine Tingley (see
http://www.blavatskyarchives.com/stokescleather.htm) ,
who
was then able to wrest control of the Society away
from its more probable heirs after Judge’s death. The
alleged writing of missives and Judge’s alleged reliance on mediums are two separate issues that Judge
detractors have used to reinforce one another. It
should be remembered that neither of these two separate allegations have enough evidence to produce a
guilty verdict in a court of law. It is only in the salacious court of public opinion and in the appropriately
skeptical minds of historians that these two cases
live on. What can be said to the skeptical mind in order to get it to once again revisit Judge?
One way to approach this mind set is through
Katinka Hesselink’s review, “The Judge Case – A
Conspiracy Which Ruined the Theosophical Cause;
Review” (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lucifer7/message/
Although Hesselink does review the book to
17).
some extent, the paper is more of an argument that
tries to dismiss the central thesis of the book by taking into account evidence that she feels was omitted
from the book. Hesselink’s review alludes to the
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many arguments that historians have used over the
years so we will use the review as a foil to look at
these arguments.
In paragraph two of her paper, Hesselink quickly
outlines Judge’s efforts for the Theosophical Society
and how those efforts supported or did not support
Blavatsky. In this paragraph, Hesselink seems to
unconsciously infer innuendo without drawing the
reader’s attention to it. At one point she writes that
Judge “claims to have given the initiative to start the
EST” and appends a footnote that states: “Countess
Wachtmeister claims she had discussed this option
years before Judge came up with the idea.” The
subtext here is that Judge is taking credit for the
founding of the EST and that he was somehow trying
to convince others that he was more important in the
scheme of things than he actually was. There is no
merit to the subtext as there is no reason why both
claims could not be true. An idea can exist for a long
time before someone takes the initiative to act upon
it. Blavatsky had been bouncing ideas off her inner
circle, a circle that included the Countess, about
such an organization for some years. The field was
being prepared. Judge living half a world away may
or may not have known anything concerning these
conversations. At some point, due to pressures from
his American co-workers, he approached Blavatsky
with the idea of a new organization. The fact that
Blavatsky was receptive to the idea and moved
quickly on it could be due to the fact that she had
been contemplating it for some years. I really doubt
either Blavatsky or Judge cared who was credited
with founding the EST. Even if they had discussed it,
it was still Judge who had taken the initiative to
found the EST by approaching Blavatsky so his claim
still stands. If Blavatsky had written on the founding
of the EST she may have gone back earlier in history
and described conversations with the Countess and
others, but this in no way casts any shadow on what
Judge claimed. His “claim” is true in either case and
should more properly be called a fact.
Also in the second paragraph, Hesselink writes concerning Judge that “according to Countess
Wachtmeister, he did not help much when the final
report by the SPR came out.” Again this is footnoted
with the following by Countess Wachtmeister:
H.P.B. had undoubtedly a sincere affection for
W.Q. Judge, though he did not always prove himself worthy of it. I know how bitterly she felt in
Würzburg that he did not take up her defence
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against the attacks of the Psychical Research Society. When he read that book in which she was so
cruelly accused and trampled upon, surely, had
he possessed the devotion for her which he now
blazons forth before the world, he would have
flown to her side, and tried through his great ability, his devotion, and his presence, to heal some of
the wounds of that bleeding heart. I can never forget those days of agony for H.P.B., and how she felt
herself deserted by all those who had professed
such devotion to her. As she pathetically said one
day: “If there was only one man, who had the courage to come forward and defend me as he would
defend his own mother, if thus scurrilously attacked, the whole current of the Theosophical Society would be changed.”

Historians are always too glad to unfairly trumpet
that Blavatsky was not perfect and that we cannot
take everything she says as gospel. Also, Hesselink
accuses Pelletier of leaving evidence out of his Judge
Case, and then turns around and does so repeatedly
in her short article. Let us first put Judge’s behaviour and Blavatsky’s emotional outburst into context. Blavatsky was in Würzburg from August 1885
to May 1886. She received a copy of Hodgson’s Report to the SPR on December 31st, 1885. The Countess was there at the time (LBS, 270) and this is
undoubtedly the time period she was referring to in
the above passage. By July 1886 Blavatsky was
pleading with Judge to take her place in India (TJC, 15)
and in October 1886 explaining to Judge that it is
“the NIRMANAKAYA . . . that blended with [his] astral” (TJC, 16). Despite the sympathy that the Countess expresses for Blavatsky, how did she feel they
should proceed at the time? When it came down to it,
here is what the Countess wrote to Sinnett on the
matter:
I have told her that the only thing she could do
would be to have Hodgson taken up for slander
and libel. That in the first place this would cost
money which she has not got. In the second place
as all the jury would be prejudiced against her, she
would probably be pronounced guilty which would
make things a thousand times worse than they are
now. That if you undertake her defence that you
will only draw down more accusations and the
game of battledore and shuttlecock will go on until
the whole thing becomes universally known. The
only safe course to pursue is this I think, that you
and Dr. Hubbe denounce the whole thing as slanders and lies, that the papers should be signed by
every Theosophist and copies sent to all the members of the S.P.R. Ridicule and supreme contempt
are our only weapons. The whole thing seems to
me to be based on Mr. H.’s evidence and his very
1

sagacious conclusions. How is it that he is infallible! (LBS, 270)

The time for action was when Blavatsky was in India
and in a position to sue the Coulombs for libel. In India she could have found a sympathetic jury and a
fair trial. The Board of Control prevented her from
suing and sent her packing. What could Judge or
anyone else do in 1886 other than ignore the report
and try not to draw attention to it? Wachtmeister’s
comment that Judge did not always deserve
Blavatsky’s affection was unfair. It was written after
the fact and could be seen as more of an excuse for
her eventually turning against Judge than for an accurate representation of Judge’s and Blavatsky’s relationship. If we are to point to what typifies
Blavatsky’s imperfections, it is these types of emotional outbursts that everyone knows that she was
prone to make.1 She was highly strung and needed
to vent fairly often. When the Countess uses that
venting to pass judgement on someone, it has to be
looked upon as somewhat disingenuous. She had
sided with Besant in the battle to destroy Judge’s
reputation and her words must be considered in that
political context.
Hesselink argues that there was evidence that
Blavatsky looked upon Besant as her successor, and
that Pelletier ignores this body of evidence. First of
all, Pelletier did not go into the whole question of successorship. The point that he made was that
Blavatsky, Olcott, and Judge were all chelas of the
Masters, Judge and Olcott dating from 1875. The
fact that Blavatsky wrote nice things or critical
things about anyone is irrelevant to his argument.
The fact that Blavatsky wrote laudatory things about
Besant and Besant ended up with Blavatsky’s signet
ring are not germane to the argument. Nobody would
argue that Besant was not a hard-working theosophist with many admirable qualities. There is every
reason why Blavatsky should speak and write well of
her. The fact that she ended up with Blavatsky’s signet ring means nothing to Pelletier’s argument. Besides, she ended up with that ring according to
hearsay testimony. There was nothing written down
that she should get it. The Will that was enacted was
from her days at Adyar, before she knew Besant. The
testimony that Hesselink appeals to, that of Countess Wachtmeister is inconclusive aside from the fact
that it is not certain that she wanted the ring to go to
Besant. Wachtmeister claims that Blavatsky wanted
the ring to go “to her successor”, without qualifying
the word successor. Too much is made of this fact.

Blavatsky was well known for her emotional outbursts. Referring to K.H. and M. in a letter to Sinnett where she feels particularly
hard done by K.H., she writes to Sinnett the following: “Won’t they catch it both — your Tibetan Orestes and his Pylades for cuddling you like two fools! And won’t I be glad of it. You bet my father’s daughter is right, and that the Chohan will snuff them
nicely some day for all this.” Further on in another letter to Sinnett, after being directed all over India by M., she writes to
Sinnett: “It all depends on my boss’s whims; and I verily believe that notwithstanding his youthful appearance he becomes old
and is falling into his dotage . . .” (LBS, 8 & 10-11). Someone might want to take rants like this out of context and make something
of them, but that would simply be dishonest.
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The point that Pelletier was making was that the
Masters had three chelas from the beginning of the
Society. It is the confidence that the Masters had in
these three chelas which is important and not who
Blavatsky may or may not have personally liked. Did
the Masters show faith in Blavatsky to the very end?
Did they have faith in Olcott to the end? What of
Judge? One way of measuring this faith is to determine whether they continued communicating with
their chela. To most it seems clear that their letters
exhibited faith in Blavatsky to the end. With Olcott
they expressed trouble with his thoughts and eventually seemed to have stopped communicating with
him. The question that is at stake in The Judge Case
is whether they continued to have faith in Judge after
Blavatsky’s death. Whether Blavatsky looked upon
Besant or Judge as some kind of successor is not
what Pelletier is looking at.
On the matter of Judge and the Masters, Hesselink
then quotes the following from Blavatsky:
If you went in search of the Masters now — you
would not find Them. One must be free & unclaimed by man or woman if he would offer himself
personally to them. Otherwise the link which
binds you to Brooklyn [where his wife lived] would
be like a rope ever pulling you back.

It seems to me that Judge was aware of this. He had
responsibilities that prevented him from running off
to the Himalayas to work with the Masters. He was a
chela of the Masters doing work in America. There is
really nothing more to be read into this passage.
Blavatsky was simply pointing out the obvious. This
is simply a case of taking a passage from a letter out
of context and then trying to read something into it.
The next attack on Judge’s chelaship is to point out
that he misread Chakravarti. Hesselink claims that
“Wachtmeister records that previous to the troubles,
Judge had thought Chakravarti might make a good
TS-president.” So what? Chakravarti had done
something almost no Brahmin would do — he had
gone to North America, the Brahmin’s Patala (a place
to be avoided by all high born Brahmins). This
showed a willingness to step out of the limitations of
his caste, exactly what the Mahatmas were looking
for. If he did this in order to pervert somebody like
Besant, then that is regrettable, but why should
Judge have inside knowledge on his intended deceit.
Are chelas supposed to be all-knowing mind readers? Are they supposed to be warned by the Masters
of every danger? This is a rather naive expectation. It
is important that they give everyone every chance to
succeed. Chakravarti would be no exception to this.

ple that Besant was hypnotized by Chakravarti
and thus lost her balance. The evidence of that
has been carefully collected by Judge-adherents
because they see it as evidence that Besant was
hypnotized. But it is equally rational to conclude
that Judge was conspiring against Besant, because he might have been jealous of her influence
(by all accounts she was a very good orator) or worried about the direction her version of theosophy
seemed to take. I’m not saying this was his motivation, I’m just noting that the evidence can go both
ways.

It is this type of reasoning that baffles Judge supporters. Besant had publicly attacked Judge, doing
everything she could to get him to resign, damaging
his reputation in the process. Every member of the
ES must have realized that she had broken just
about every rule of her pledge. When Judge finally
got her to relent and issue a retraction, he then sent a
private pamphlet to the members of the ES making
official what they all must have known — that Besant
was suspended from the ES. This in no way would
damage her public reputation. This paragraph
makes it sound like Judge was attacking Besant at
the same time that she was attacking him. This is in
no way true. That Judge may have been exchanging
correspondence with allies trying to find out what
was going on, and trying to find out why Besant was
acting as she was is not to be wondered at. His reputation was being dragged through the mud. Why was
his one-time ally doing this? To try and colour this as
an attack on Besant is simply disingenuous.
Hesselink then tries to confuse the import of
Pelletier’s argument concerning Judge’s initiation
while he was in India. What exactly follows from
Judge being initiated by the Masters in 1884? What
it does not imply is that Judge became some sort of
full-fledged Master of Wisdom. In a letter to Olcott
the Masters had made it clear that Blavatsky and
Olcott were karmically responsible for the Theosophical Society, and that Blavatsky was in command of
all things occult while Olcott looked after the administrative details (AC, 62-64). Does that mean that either of these two agents were infallible? Clearly not.
The letter in question was chastising Olcott for
doubting Blavatsky and thereby drifting away from
the Theosophical Cause. Olcott needed Blavatsky’s
sensibilities in order to keep the Society in line with
the Cause. They were a team. What then happened
when Blavatsky died? Who was going to take on the
role of occult guide? Not Olcott — for all of his virtues
he was simply not suited for this. Besant? Blavatsky
had made it quite clear that Besant was all intellect
(Annie Besant  Her Passions and Her Relationships,
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. What about Judge? Judge had been initiated and this indicated that he was continuing to develop occultly. From 1875 to 1884 Judge had to have
been working on developing himself. If this were so
then the Mahatmas would have likely been in contact
IV:4, p.79)

Again, Hesselink wonders if Judge might not have
been conspiring against Besant. She writes that:
at about the time the troubles came to a head
Judge was spreading rumours to well placed peo-
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with him, giving him directions and instructions in
order to make him ready for this initiation. They
probably didn’t tell Judge what was going on elsewhere, what their ultimate plans were for him, etc.
This is why in certain dark moods when he had lost
temporary touch with the Masters, Judge would
have written to India asking for help in this regard.
This does not mean that he had not been and would
not be in touch with the Masters, simply that he
wanted to know things that they were not ready to tell
him. After his initiation, Judge would have been in
touch with the Masters, this time utilizing this occult
growth within himself and expressing it outwards.
He was now a tool ready to be used by the Masters. If
Blavatsky were to continue to be karmically responsible for the Society, she would do it as a
Nirmanakaya communicating through Judge. Otherwise, Judge had the abilities to direct things himself. Blavatsky had made this abundantly clear. After
becoming a chela, it took Judge nine years to prepare
for initiation. Besant did not even claim to be a chela,
as far as we know, before the Judge Case arose. How
would she be in a position to guide anything?
Again Hesselink comments on the articles Judge
wrote that “students haven’t noted many places
where he [Judge] contradicts her [Blavatsky] or the
Mahatmas.” I would like to know what article written
by Judge contradicts Blavatsky or the Mahatmas
and how. Where are the references? This statement
when unsupported becomes innuendo.
Further on Hesselink claims that Judge “had been
looking for an occult successor for years.” This is unsubstantiated. Judge may have been testing mediums. We don’t really know what Blavatsky meant
when she wrote to Judge about finding a successor.
It also does not follow that either Judge or Blavatsky
took seriously the idea that the Society was to have a
series of occult leaders stretching into the future.
The argument for a succession of occult leaders
would have to be made and it never has been to the
satisfaction of many. Blavatsky and Olcott were
karmically responsible for launching the Society on
an occult course. It is more probable that the power
of brotherly men was to keep it moving forward on
that course. Judge was there to do his own work in
America and help keep the Society on course as best
he could, either through the Nirmanakaya Blavatsky
directly, or as a surrogate for Blavatsky as directed
by the Mahatmas. This was to last through to the
end of the cycle which was only a few years away. As
an initiated chela of the Masters he would be in communication with them and have the ability to per2

form this task. The Theosophical Cause was a spiritual impulse embodied into a Society of Man. The
impulse would last to the end of the cycle at which
time it would be given over to good men and women
to do with what they could. Hopefully, the Society
would stay true and good men and women could
work through it. If not, then good men and women
would be left to themselves to identify and inspire
themselves with this impulse. In the end, the
Mahatmas are not babysitters.
Hesselink then returns to the doubts that generated
the Judge Case to begin with: did Judge hope to gain
political advantage through the use of the Mahatmas’ names? If Judge were an initiated chela of the
Masters, then how would we judge notes and missives from the Masters in letters stemming from
Judge? It would be thought of as plausible, even unremarkable within a theosophical context. Besant
herself claimed that “The ‘messages’ received by me
through Mr. Judge were not numerous, and there
was nothing in any of them to arouse suspicion” (TJC
pt.2, 38). It was only after she fueled herself with suspicion, came to believe that a Master denied that they
had anything to do with the letters of their chela, and
used that suspicious mind to read other correspondence by other individuals suspicious of Judge that
Besant came to believe Judge was guilty. Even then
she did not deny that a plausible explanation from
Judge could clear everything up. Unfortunately, the
only plausible explanation she was wiling to hear
was one in which Judge took some responsibility for
the matter, thereby letting her off the hook. Now
there is something very odd about Besant’s interaction with the Masters, something that the enemies of
Judge have not worked through and brought to light.
Clearly, Besant believed that she was in contact with
the Masters. Her own story tells us that after she became suspicious of Judge she asked the Masters for
help. A Master appeared before her and apparently
told her “that the messages were not done by Him,
and that they were done by Mr. Judge” (TJC pt.2, 38).
She claims further that “No details were given to me
by Him”. This seems all very vague so far with the
possibility existing that the Masters asked Judge to
send the letters in their name.2 For someone who
wanted to know what was going on, she does not
seem to have pushed the matter very hard at this
point. Further on she was sent a message apparently
on the Masters’ authority that “no action be taken on
information that I could not prove but that I should
find evidence on reaching Adyar” (TJC pt.2, 38). And
. . . continued on page 46

All this was written after the fact where Besant has to make consistent all the parts of her story. At one point she wrote a letter to
Judge suggesting, “that you will have the heroism to say frankly the wrong has been done under a mistaken view, UNSELFISHLY SAYING WHAT YOU KNEW WAS MASTERS WILL THOUGH NOT DIRECTLY WRITTEN BY HIM, and that you may thus make it possible for us to remain
co-workers.” (TJC, pt.1, 88) That the Master’s had not denied that Judge had written what They had willed him to was important
for consistency. We can see why Besant would be vague on this communication at this point.
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Water: Nature’s “Blue Gold”
Rogelle Pelletier
Encased in physical bodies composed of approximately 80% water, one would expect that humans
would appreciate and respect water. Regrettably, especially since the industrial revolution, we have instead generally taken it for granted and abused it.
Let us begin investigating this most precious of Nature’s resources by first examining theosophical references as to its origin.

Elsewhere HPB notes:
It is necessary to be very careful not to confuse the
universal with the terrestrial elements. Nor again
do the terrestrial elements mean what is known as
the chemical elements. I would call the cosmic,
universal elements the noumena of the terrestrial
elements. . . .
Water is the first cosmic element. . . . (BCW

10,

pp.365-366)

H.P. Blavatsky transcribes Stanza III, Sloka 7 in the
Proem of The Secret Doctrine to read:
BRIGHT SPACE SON

OF

DARK SPACE,

WHICH

EMERGES FROM THE DEPTHS OF THE GREAT DARK

. . . . [Kwan-Shai-Yin1] TURNS THE UPPER
(space) INTO A SHORELESS SEA OF FIRE, AND THE
ONE MANIFESTED (element) INTO THE GREAT
WATERS. (SD I, p.29)

WATERS

She further explains that “Fire here stands for the
concealed Spirit, Water is its progeny, or moisture, or
the creative elements here on earth. . . (BCW 10, p.378).
Elsewhere she states: “ ‘Waters’ and ‘water’ stand as
the symbol for Akasa, the ‘primordial Ocean of
Space’. . .” (SD I, p.458fn). Right from the beginning,
water is seen corresponding to the creative principle.
This moist principle holds things together making
complex entities from simpler ones, and the cool
principle solidifies these complex entities making
them more material. Conversely, fire dries things
leading to the dissolving of bonds, and heats them
leading to the separating out of its constituent elements.
HPB also wrote:
Fire and water are the elements in which, as Occult Science teaches, the active and passive productive powers of the universe are respectively
centered. (BCW 4, p.530)

These statements obviously do not refer to the current state of physical H2O but it does emphasize the
ultimate importance of the substance, ‘Water’, at
whatever level. What, therefore, is the occult explanation for the origin of water as we know it?
According to The Secret Doctrine, occult teaching explains that “[w]ater is the progeny of the Moon” (SD II,
“Hence, the tides and the attraction to the
p.66) .
Moon, as shown by the liquid portion of the Globe
ever striving to raise itself towards its parent” (SD II,
p.64) . The Moon is very important in magic and in the
birth and growth of plants and animals, in short in
the creative aspects of nature. That water responds
to the Moon seems to indicate that it too plays a role
in these areas.
Water is composed of two atoms of hydrogen attached to one atom of oxygen: H2O. In Alchemy HYis referred to as “Spiritual Fire” and
DROGEN
esoterically it is described as
the emanation or the Ray which proceeds from its
noumenon, the “Dhyan of the first Element.” Hydrogen is a gas only on our terrestrial plane. . . . It
is . . . the Upadhi (basis) of both AIR and WATER ,
and is “fire, air and water,” in fact: one under three
aspects; hence the chemical and alchemical trinity. (SD II, p.105)

In The Secret Doctrine:
[In Alchemy or Western Hermetism] the Spirit, beyond manifested Nature, is the fiery BREATH in its
absolute Unity. In the manifested Universe, it is
the Central Spiritual Sun, the electric Fire in all
life. In our System it is the visible Sun, the Spirit of
Nature, the terrestrial god. And in, on, and
around the Earth, the fiery Spirit thereof — air,
fluidic fire; water, liquid fire; Earth, solid fire. All is
fire — ignis, in its ultimate constitution. . . . (SD II,
p.114)

Solid matter (such as minerals and earths), is described as the progeny of “Water [and] its admixture
with Fire (liquid fire it calls it)” (SD II, p.65).
1

In SD II, p.593 the four basic elements of universal
matter are compared to the seven “Human Principles” and the “Principles of Physical Nature”. Hydrogen is equated to the fourth human principle,
Kama-rupa, which is described as “the principle of
animal desire, which burns fiercely during life in
matter, resulting in satiety; it is inseparable from animal existence.” As a physical principle, hydrogen is
[t]he lightest of all gases; it burns in oxygen giving
off the most intense heat of any substance in combustion, and forming Water, the most stable of
compounds; Hydrogen enters largely into all organic compounds.

Blavatsky Collected Writings, Volume 10, pp.377-378.
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Oxygen is equated to the second human principle,
“Prana, LIFE, the active power producing all vital phenomena” and on the physical as “[t]he supporter of
combustion the life-giving gas; the active chemical
agent in all organic life”. Our terrestrial water is a
compound element containing within it both cosmic
fire and cosmic water. It requires the cosmic fire to
take on its particular molecular form, while cosmic
water is the material basis.
An article titled “Does Water Equal Life?” which appeared in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, March
10th, 2004 provides a succinct explanation of the
physical nature of water. It reads in part:
Water is the most eccentric of liquids. . . . But the
bonds it forms with itself and other molecules are
anything but ordinary.
Atoms normally bond by sharing the negatively
charged electrons that buzz around their positively charged nuclei. In water, the oxygen atom
shares one electron with each of its hydrogens,
leaving four extras. These clump together as “lone
pairs” that can grab onto other molecules like prehensile feet.
At the same time, the two positive hydrogen nuclei
stick out the other side like arms. The “feet” of one
water molecule grab the “arms” of the other, forming abnormally strong networks. Where one water
molecule goes, the others tend to follow. Thus,
water can climb the plumbing of tall trees — hand
over foot, as it were — in defiance of gravity, carrying nutrients from the soil to the leaves.
Chemists say they would expect water to be a gas
at room temperature because it’s made up of just a
few light atoms. But the strong bonds make the
molecules stick together in a liquid form.
. . . Water flows freely . . . because water molecules
stick to each other only briefly, let go, grab another
partner — whirling an ever-changing cast of partners around in a molecular square dance.
The upshot is that water stays watery over a remarkable range of temperatures (32 to 212 degrees Fahrenheit [0 to 100- Celsius], to be exact).
(www.jsonline.com/alive/news/mar04/213739.

asp)

An interesting concept about water that we tend to
take for granted is its wetness. In reality the liquid
and its state of ‘wet’ are two distinct things.
Blavatsky states in SD I, p.56 that the quality of wet
cannot “be predicated of water — wetness being its
own attribute and the cause of the wet quality in
other things.” This might be clarified by pointing out
that you can take two glasses of water and have the
water in one glass be ‘wetter’ than the other. What
does this mean? It simply means that in one glass
the water is less sticky, having smaller clusters of
water molecules and able to penetrate more deeply
into appropriate substances.
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Which leads us to the question, how does water
cleanse? Again the article from the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel provides a simple explanation:
Water’s unbalanced geometry — positive charges
on one side, negative on the other . . . makes it an
excellent solvent.
One side of a molecule grabs on to negative
charges; the other side grabs the positive. This
pulls most things apart, so water can dissolve almost anything. (If things didn’t dissolve, they’d
sink to the bottom, or rise to the top — not good for
a free flow of chemical reactions.)
Why doesn’t life just disintegrate altogether in water then? While water is one of the most strongly
bipolar molecules, it is not the most reactive —
meaning it can make things fall apart (dissolve)
without changing their composition (react). So the
parts can be endlessly rearranged.
And as it turns out, the few things water doesn’t
dissolve are equally important in assembling life’s
building blocks. Water hates fat. “It won’t dissolve
a spot of grease. . . .”
Water herds these hydrophobic (water-hating)
and hydrophilic (water-loving) molecules into
structures such as cells. In other words, it gives
living things outsides and insides. (Ibid.)

Water’s ability to cleanse is effective not only at the
physical level. It is also effective for washing away
astral ‘garbage’ that people pick up as they go about
their daily business. Psychics have generally described water as having a ‘gooey’ appearance in the
astral — not unlike the “slime” in the movie
Ghostbusters which appeared in the 1980s. Coming
into contact with others and sharing whatever
elementals/entities are picked up by affinity, most
can thankfully be washed away by a refreshing
shower or a good soak in warm water at the end of the
day. There is also great significance to the idea of
baptism. The Christian belief that baptism washes
away ‘sins’ may be viewed as simply an extension of
this cleansing process. World religions and creation
mythologies all include reference to a “great flood”
which cleansed their lands.
At the mundane level, what is becoming clear is that
the world is running out of fresh water. “Advanced”
nations driven by cultures of acquisition and convinced of their scientific supremacy over Nature have
caused expanding deserts, parched cities, destroyed
wetlands, contaminated waterways, and death of
people and animals. Humanity has not paused to realize that there is the same amount of water on the
planet now as there was at the beginning of earth’s
evolution and that, in fact, it is the same water!
In 2002, Blue Gold: The BattleAgainst Corporate Theft
of the World’s Water 2 was published in Canada. As
the title implies, it deals with the global water crisis
FOHAT

and the plans of transnational corporations to profit
from it. The following information, gleaned from Blue
Gold, provides reason to give serious thought to the
fate of our planet.

fecting the earth’s rotation. Geophysicists believe
that dams have slightly altered the speed of the
earth’s rotation and the shape of its gravitational
field (p.49).

• Available fresh water amounts to less than

• Human waste and chemicals are poisoning the

one-half percent of all the water on earth. The rest
is sea water, frozen in the polar ice, or water stored
in the ground that is inaccessible to us. The
earth’s water supply is finite (p.5).

earth’s waterways, leading to “exponential environmental destruction” (p.26) resulting in hypoxia,
that is, an increase in nitrogen at the expense of
oxygen in some systems. For example the Mississippi River, through streams and tributary rivers
running through the American Midwest, leaches
nitrates from synthetic fertilizers as it runs. “The
sum total of all the nitrogen runoff then moves
down the river and heads out to the Gulf of Mexico,
where it has created a ‘dead zone’ of 18,000 square
km (about 6,900 square miles) — about the size of
New Jersey — where no life can survive” (p.34). The
nitrates feed the algae blooms that use up oxygen
and make the water uninhabitable.

• Most of the earth’s fresh water is stored as ground-

water. An aquifer must be replenished with new water at approximately the same rate as the rate of
extraction. However, around the world, people are
extracting groundwater at rapid rates to supplement declining supplies of surface water (p.6).
• For the first time in history, as many people now

live in cities as in rural communities (p.7). Pavement and buildings in urban areas divert water to
the sea, via drainage, rather than to forests/soil.
• Global consumption of water is doubling every 20

years, more than twice the rate of human population growth (p.7). And there is in fact a population
explosion — 85 million people added to our planet
every year.
• In spite of enormous waste, households and mu-

nicipalities account for only 10 percent of water
use (p.7).
• Industry claims 20 to 25 percent, and its demands

are dramatically increasing

(p.7)

.

• Irrigation for crop production claims the remaining

65 to 70 percent of all water used by humans. Increasing amounts are being used for industrial
farming (p.8).
• Global deforestation, destruction of wetlands, the

dumping of pesticides and fertilizers into waterways, and global warming are all taking a terrible
toll on the earth’s fragile water systems (pp.8-9).
• Another source of pollution is the damming and di-

version of water systems, which have been linked
to unsafe concentrations of mercury and water-borne diseases. The number of large dams
worldwide has climbed from just over five thousand in 1950 to forty thousand today, and the
number of waterways altered for navigation has
grown from fewer than nine thousand in 1900 to
almost five hundred thousand (pp.8-9).
• The tremendous weight of water in a basin not de-

signed to hold it deforms the earth’s crust beneath
it, sometimes causing earthquakes. There is now
documented evidence linking earth tremors to
some 70 dams. In fact, the shift of weight when so
much water is moved by human technology is af2

A recent report by the United Nations Environment
Program says that there are now 146 such ‘dead
zones’ worldwide, mainly around the coastlines of
rich countries (The Independent  UK, May 19, 2005).
• Throughout North America, wetlands have acted

as erosion control barriers and provided homes for
fish and amphibians and resting grounds for migrating birds. In economic terms, each hectare
[2.47 acres] of wetland is worth 58 times more than
a hectare of ocean. Populations of migratory birds
and waterfowl have dropped from 60 million in
1950 to just three million today. In Canada from
65 to 80 percent of wetlands have been lost in various regions. Wetlands cover only 14 percent of
Canada’s land area, and most have been lost to urban sprawl and large-scale farming (pp.37-38). Forests are disappearing, which results in global
warming which in turn causes surface water to
evaporate too quickly and depletes protective
snowpacks.
Lakes are disappearing at an ominous rate in the Siberian Arctic and there are indications hundreds are
also draining in the Canadian North. Satellite images confirm that the levels of thousands of lakes
have been dropping and, to date, at least 125 have
disappeared completely in the southern Siberian
permafrost. These lakes are key to the ecosystem
and such profound changes to the Arctic seemingly
point to climate warming as the culprit (Margaret
Munro, CanWest News Service,
3, 2005)

The National Post  Canada, June

.

• In extreme cases of over-irrigation, whole water

systems have dried up. Lake Chad, for instance,
one of the last large water bodies in the center of Af-

Blue Gold: The Battle Against Corporate Theft of the World’s Water by Maude Barlow and Tony Clarke. Toronto, ON, Canada:
Stoddart Publishing Co. Limited, 2002. 278 pp.
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rica, has shrunk by more than 90 percent since
1960 (p.45).
• The richest fifth of the world accounts for 86 per-

cent of consumption of all goods. North Americans
use 1,280 cubic meters (about 45,000 cubic feet) of
water per person every year. Europeans use 694;
Asians use 535; South Americans use 311; and Africans use 186 (p.56).
A summary of the current (and deteriorating) state of
affairs is provided by the authors:
As the planet dries up and water supplies are
bought up by private interests, we have begun
moving into a new economic configuration, where
sprawling cities and agribusiness operations
thrive and the wells of private citizens and local
farmers run dry. Old ways of wasting water . . . are
being revived, though they were demonstrated
failures in the past. Meanwhile, in Third World
countries, where children are already dying of
thirst, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund make privatization of water services a
condition of debt rescheduling, and the poor soon
find they are unable to pay for the skyrocketing
costs of water and sanitation services. What lies
ahead is a world where resources are not conserved, but hoarded, to raise prices and enhance
corporate profits and where military conflicts
could arise over water scarcity. . . . It’s a world
where everything will be for sale. (p.76)

For-profit corporations are taking control of numerous public services which used to be delivered by
government. But the most provocative innovations
are where water services are being targeted by transnational conglomerates which, through “acts of incorporation” are virtually immune from responsibility for any harm done to societies, people, or the
environment. Nature is being “commodified”. The
World Bank and the United Nations have now declared water to be a human need, not a human right.
“A human need can be supplied in many ways, especially for those with money. But no one can sell a human right” (Blue Gold, p.xii). Water was declared a commodity at the “World Water Forum” held in The
Hague in 2000. Governments have helped pave the
way for transnational corporations, backed by the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), to take over “management of public water services, dramatically raising the price of water to the local residents and profiting especially from the Third
World’s desperate search for solutions to its water
crisis” (BG, p.xiii). “The commons”, for example, space,
air, energy, and water in the past were deemed of
universal importance, almost sacred, and meant to
be protected and shared collectively. The commodification of water in particular is seen as a direct assault on “the commons”. Maximizing profit has become the prime goal, not ensuring sustainability or
equal access to water (BG, p.89).
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Financial speculation on global markets now includes fresh water. In a recent issue of The Edmonton Journal it was noted that
water is perhaps the fastest-growing beverage category, posting an average 10 to 15 percent annual
sales growth over the past 12 years. In North
America alone, where the market is considered
relatively young, it’s already a $10-billion-a-year
business. . . . Attracted by profit margins that average 30 to 50 per cent on sales, multinational soft
drink giants Coca-Cola (Dasani water) and
Pepsi-Cola (Aquafina water), have both invested
heavily in the sector. (Diedre McMurdy, The Edmonton
Journal,

May 19, 2005)

The following statistics set the power of giant soulless corporations in perspective:
The top two hundred, says the Washington-based
Institute for Policy Studies, are so large and powerful that their combined annual sales are greater
than the sum of the economies of 182 of the 191
countries in the world. What’s more, they have almost twice the economic clout in terms of annual
income as the poorest four-fifths of humanity on
the planet. Of the largest 100 economies in the
world today, 53 are transnational corporations
rather than nation-states. (BG, p.84)

If one were prone to belief in conspiracies, one could
begin to suspect that the demise of the poorest of
Earth’s citizens is not only not a concern for those
who stand to gain monetary benefit from the availability of those regions’ water, but could almost be
perceived as part of a greater plan and the means to
an end. A reduced population would ensure a
greater supply for the prosperous few. “In developing
countries, 80% of illnesses are water-related”
(www.ec.gc.ca/water/en/e_quickfacts.htm) .
Water is one of Nature’s most precious gifts. The water gods were always given great prominence in the
pantheon of divinities of ancient civilizations. The
Ancients understood that water was the bringer and
sustainer of all life and rightfully placed great reverence upon it. These ancient peoples, and those living
closer to the forces of Nature, knew that to destroy
water was to destroy self. Around the globe are found
lakes, rivers and mountains which are, or at least
were, considered sacred in their roles as benefactors
to life.
Encouragingly, there is a growing awareness worldwide that water supplies are at risk. Water impresses very easily and the power of kriyasakti is
revealed by the work of Dr Masaru Emoto through
water in frozen crystal form that demonstrates its vibrational patterns at the atomic level. Blavatsky defines kriyasakti as “the power of producing forms on
the objective plane through the potency of Ideation
and Will. . .” (BCW 12, p.556). While humanity has yet to
. . . continued on page 46
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An Early Theosophist in Western Canada

Joseph K. Gardner
Ted G. Davy
Joe Gardner always considered it a privilege that on
two occasions he had met Madame H.P. Blavatsky at
her London residence. He was already by then an
avid reader and student of her books, especially The
Secret Doctrine. She advised him to study it from a
Kabalistic angle, telling him he would gain more from
it in that way. He remained ever faithful to her memory, and did all that he could to interest others in her
teachings. In later years he joked that once, as he
stood and talked with her, she gave him a cigarette —
“And I was fool enough to smoke it when I might have
kept it as a souvenir!”1
Joseph Knight Gardner was born in Liverpool, England, in 1864.2 It is believed he joined the Theosophical Society in 1888 or 1889, although the earliest
official record of his membership is a diploma for the
Liverpool Lodge dated April 5, 1890.3 However, at
that time he was already active in this branch, holding the office of Treasurer.4 Two years later he was
elected Vice-President.5 Shortly thereafter Sydney
Coryn, one of the founders of the Liverpool branch,
moved to London, and Gardner took over the Presidency in his place. Prior to this, and before Madame
Blavatsky died in May 1891, she had admitted him
into her Esoteric Section, whose members were expected to extend their Theosophical studies and
teach others, as well as living exemplary lives.
In 1891 he was initiated into the Hermetic Order of
the Golden Dawn. Within this organization the
members were known by a pseudonym in the form of
a motto (more often than not in Latin or languages
other than English). For his, Gardner chose Valet
Anchora Virtus — “Virtue is like an anchor.” From all
we know about him, the motto epitomized his ideals.
His future wife also joined the Golden Dawn in 1892.
Ray’s motto was Una Voce — “With one voice.”6 As far
as is known, their activity in the GD was short-lived.
He was fortunate that the love of his life shared his
interests. In 1893 he married Rachel (Ray) Taylor,
also a member of the Theosophical Society. The
Gardners had three children: Radha (1896), Arthur
(1898) and Bryan (1905).
In 1893, Joe and Ray helped form a new Theosophical Lodge in Southport, a town close to Liverpool.7
He was its first President, and under his leadership it
quickly became an active Lodge. From announcements in The Northern Theosophist and reports in LuSUMMER 2005

cifer magazine, we learn that the Southport members
met weekly and that their meetings were open to the
public. A typical meeting might consist of a paper on
a Theosophical subject presented by one of the members, and this would be followed by discussion.
There was also a class on The Secret Doctrine, usually
held twice a month, and the President, Joe Gardner,
was himself its leader. He was also a frequent lecturer both in Southport and in Liverpool.
In 1895, the majority of members in the American
Section under William Q. Judge voted for autonomy
in respect to the Theosophical Society. Shortly thereafter the Southport Lodge was among the English
branches to ally themselves with the Americans, and
thereafter became part of the organization known as
the Theosophical Society in Europe (England). Following Judge’s death in 1896, his successors E.T.
Hargrove and Katharine Tingley organized a World
Crusade to promote Theosophy. When the Crusaders arrived in Liverpool, Gardner was among those
on hand to greet them; and he chaired a public meeting in Southport that attracted an audience of two
hundred to hear the travelling visitors.8
In 1898, the Theosophical Society in Europe split
away from Mrs. Tingley’s group. At its Annual General Meeting that year, the highly respected Theosophist Dr. Archibald Keightley was re-elected
President and Joseph K. Gardner was elected unopposed as Vice-President. 9
Little is known of their activities Theosophical or otherwise over the next ten years. Freemasonry was one
of Joe’s interests, although it does not appear he pursued it with much zeal. Likely the Gardners grew
disillusioned, as did many, with the existing Theosophical organizations, but in any case a young family kept them busy. Until 1908, most of Joe’s
working life had been spent in banks, but the frustration of a dead end job eventually led him, at the
age of 46, to cut his career losses and emigrate. Arthur’s poor health may also have been a factor leading to this decision. At first the family considered
going to America. However, a former school chum
wrote and told him how good the ranching was
around Kamloops, British Columbia, and it was
there the family headed.
Roughly 400 kilometres northeast of Vancouver,
Kamloops had been a trading post in a sparsely set41

tled part of British Columbia. When in the 1880s the
Canadian Pacific Railway chose to make it a stop on
their rail line which was headed for Vancouver, its future was ensured. Within a short time, Kamloops became the business centre for the area’s ranching,
logging and mining activities. When the Gardner
family arrived, its population was around 4,000, but
growing rapidly.
In
nearby Knutsford they
purchased land, equipment and animals and
set about their new
lives.

Now with more leisure, Joe was able to devote time to
writing, and some of his articles appeared in The Canadian Theosophist under the pseudonym “Ich
Dien”.

It was no coincidence that at this time a small but important independent Theosophical group was developing in Salmon Arm, thanks in part to the arrival of
Charles A. Lazenby. Lazenby was a Canadian Theosophist who was a brilliant student and much sought
after as a lecturer. He and his wife Margaret had just
returned from a lengthy stay in England where he
had played a key role in founding the Blavatsky Institute. Needless to say, the Gardners fitted in well with
these like minded students of Theosophy. Some of
the families attracted to this group became life long
active Theosophists.

In all, he and Ray served the Cause of Theosophy for
all their adult lives. The measure of this man is
hinted at in his obituary in The Canadian Theosophist. It records that “He died on November 8 [1937]
after a long illness which he bore with amazing fortitude, refusing to take any artificial means of allaying
the pangs of his disease. . . . His last moments were
unusual. He had requested absolute silence at the
last. He looked up as though he saw the great Light,
and with his last breath closed his lips firmly, raised
his chin and closed his eyes.”11

In Salmon Arm he and Ray carried on spreading
Theosophical ideas there. Under their inspiration,
the small community
once again became a
centre of Theosophical
activity, and was a regular stopover for visiting
lecturers
in
Western Canada. Their
achievement in a very
From banking in Engshort time is summed
land to farming in
up in a report by a VanWestern Canada was a
couver
Theosophist
major change in lifewho crossed Canada on
style — when he
a lecture tour: “At
started, Joe had to be
Salmon Arm, B.C.,
taught how to hitch his
there is a fairly large
horse! He struggled to
group of students who
make a success of his
meet regularly and
new venture, but after Hannah Buchanan, Rachel Gardner, Joseph K. Gardner, and Marshall Buchanan.
study
Theosophical
three years realized the
principles. This little group is fortunate in having at
life was not for him, and sold out to a neighbouring
their head, Mr. Joseph Gardner, a very old S.D. sturancher. They then moved to Salmon Arm, about
dent. . .”10
100 kilometres from Kamloops.

After the First World War broke out in 1914 the Gardners decided to leave the district. This time their destination was Vancouver, where Joe once again
resumed an accounting career. There were two
Theosophical branches in the city. Joe and Ray felt
most at home in the larger of the two, the Vancouver
Lodge, which boasted a long running Secret Doctrine
study group. Soon they began a close and lasting
friendship with Hannah and Marshall Buchanan,
saviours and stalwarts of the Lodge for the next fifty
years.
In 1928, approaching retirement, the Gardners decided to make a final move, this time back again to
Salmon Arm. Their daughter Radha had married
Harry Leonard, who farmed with his brother in the vicinity, and Joe was able to help them with the chores.
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Joseph Knight Gardner’s Theosophical interests, especially his dedication to Madame Blavatsky and her
work, were not forgotten after his death. For many
years he had kept a notebook in which he recorded
quotations inspired from his vast reading. As a posthumous tribute to him, his widow Ray published the
notebook with the title Blossoms Culled from East
and West.12 Ray’s devotion to the Blavatsky tradition
of Theosophy never flagged and in 1938, she joined
the international organization known as Friends of
Madame Blavatsky.13 She died in 1965 in her 95th
year.
Of the Gardners’ three children, Radha and Bryan
were members of the Theosophical Society and were
devoted, lifelong students of Theosophy. Their son
Arthur was also sympathetic to the teaching, but as
. . . continued on page 47
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THEOSOPHICAL FRIENDS REMEMBERED
Hendrikus Johannes Spierenburg
January 24, 1934 - March 5, 2005
Hendrikus
(Henk)
Spierenburg
passed
away in The Hague,
Netherlands at seventy-one years of age,
approximately
one
month after being hit
by a cyclist while out
walking. The impact
resulted in a broken
hip which was surgically repaired by the insertion of a pin.
Complications arose when the pin later broke and
the consequent wound became seriously infected.
He died of the infection on March 5th, 2005. Cremation took place March 11th. Henk is survived by his
wife, Jantine Spierenburg-Hos.

Henk was a well-educated man, although it has evidently been difficult to ascertain which degrees he in
fact earned as he was “unattached to decorum”. He
apparently studied for the sake of the knowledge, not
the recognition, although he also realized it was one
way to be taken seriously in the academic world. He
earned a Masters Degree in Math, and the equivalent
of a masters (Magister) from a Jesuit school. He also
became registered as an Engineer, likely during his
navy days. Henk learned Greek and Sanskrit
through private tutoring.

Henk was born in The Hague into a communist working-class family. He entered the labour force at the
age of fifteen years. For some time he worked in his
father’s road construction firm. He went on to become a civilian worker in the Dutch navy doing repair
and maintenance of Marine and Airforce instrumentation until January 1968. He then took a part-time
administrative job in order to devote more time to
what mattered to him most: studying, lecturing and
publishing the monthly magazine Lucifer which he
had started with a few people. His career path also
took him into the insurance business where he
worked his way up the corporate ladder from office
clerk to (the then-equivalent of) “ICT manager”, establishing innovative changes in the auto insurance
industry along the way. He retired fully at sixty years
of age to devote all his time to theosophical
endeavours.

• H.P. Blavatsky on the Gnostics (1994)

It was as a young man attending night classes to advance his education that Henk came across the
works of H.P. Blavatsky. It triggered a life-long devotion to Theosophy. He was a no-nonsense individual
with a generous heart for the “underclass” which he
evidenced by donating time, energy and materials.
He was especially generous with books, once donating his collection of rabbinica/Judaica to a “kindred
spirit”, and in another instance, even giving away the
last copy of one of his own early titles which it has
now become extremely difficult to replace.
1

Starting in the 1960s Henk wrote many articles
which have appeared in a number of theosophical
magazines over the years. He compiled and annotated books of commentaries by H.P. Blavatsky on
various topics, as well as the collected writings of T.
Subba Row, all of which were published by Point
Loma Publications of San Diego, CA:
• The Vedanta Commentaries of H.P. Blavatsky

(1992)
• The Veda Commentaries of H.P. Blavatsky (1996)
• The Buddhism of H.P. Blavatsky (1991)
• The Inner Group Teachings of H.P. Blavatsky (1985,

1995)
• Astrology of a Living Universe, Helena Blavatsky’s

Visionary Philosophy of the Seven Sacred Planets
(1997)
• The

New Testament
Blavatsky (1987)

Commentaries

of

H.P.

• T. Subba Row Collected Writings (Volume 1: 2001;

Volume 2: 2001/2002)
Between 1998 and 2004 a number of his books were
published in Dutch by Ankh Hermes and in 1999 the
Dutch TS-Adyar published Studies in the Bhagavad
Gita, T. Subba Row.
To quote from Lucifer7: “Henk was a special man, not
one for ceremonial relationships and not sparing a
word. He worked for the cause, not for people.” Students of HPB’s writings in particular have much to be
grateful to him for. The theosophical world will miss
this dedicated individual.
Rogelle Pelletier

Summarized from the tribute authored by Katinka Hesselink and Jantine Spierenburg-Hos, Lucifer7, April 2005. Photo supplied by K. Hesselink.
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BOOK REVIEW
A Death Interrupted by Eli P. Bernzweig. Coral Springs, FL: Lumina Press, 2005. 240 pp. $16.95 USD.

How can theosophists start to introduce
theosophical concepts to audiences unfamiliar with these ideas?
Eli P.
Bernzweig has taken up this challenge
with his recently released first novel, A
Death Interrupted, where he introduces to the reader
a version of the theosophical idea of kama-loka. Naturally, a work of fiction is not to be taken literally, for
one has a story to tell and sometimes one is forced
into using literary devices to move the story forward.
In addition, as is the case with any metaphysical
idea, people are going to come to their own conclusions concerning different concepts. How does this
novel work as a starting point for discussion and
does the author go too far and present the story in a
way that is more likely to appeal to human nature by
sacrificing certain truths?
The book starts off on the date November 17, 2001,
on the protagonist’s birthday. The protagonist, David Elliott, has lost his longtime female companion a
few months previous to cancer. The female companion, Senta, has been revived in kama-loka by the
Master Damodar, and through Damodar begins a series of e-mails from kama-loka to David Elliott with
the object of having Elliott, a newspaper editor and
novelist, relate to the world at large, information on
the after-death states. The novel then details Elliott’s
efforts to get a series of articles printed in his newspaper and the various dark forces he has to contend
with in order to make this a reality.
In the end it is Damodar who writes a series of technical articles for the newspaper, while general interest
articles are written concerning the relationship between Elliott and Senta and her experiences in
kama-loka. The theosophical student is going to immediately notice a number of things. First of all,
Senta is a special case whose natural kama-loka is
interrupted in order to help the Masters with this
new impulse to humanity. She is able to do this because she had been a chela of Damodar’s when alive,
unknowingly being prepared for this task.
In
kama-loka she uses her telepathy to contact relatives also going through kama-loka at that time with
the aim of resolving outstanding issues from their
former life. As a special case and a chela, perhaps
she could do this, but one wonders what the effect
will be on those she contacts who have little or no
idea about the state they are in. In The Mahatma Letters, the Masters make it clear that the dead fall into
a dream state as they enter into the kama-loka and
no doubt this facilitates the process of the second
death. By awakening to the call of a relative or friend,
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is this not going to awaken the tanha in that
unprogressed soul and retard his movement through
the after-death states? It might be argued that
Bernzweig is using these contacts as a device to
explore the weaknesses of the human soul in dealing
with human relationships. However, this resolving
of issues does not stop with the special case of Senta;
Bernzweig takes it further.
As part of his technical series of articles, Damodar
introduces the idea of four spiritual dates during the
year. On these dates, a person might be able to use
the natural power of these days to contact recently departed loved ones in kama-loka. Bernzweig does introduce the idea of interacting with the dead being an
aspect of necromancy. In the special case of Senta, because of the motive and I suspect the preparation
Senta underwent during her life, this particular case
is argued to be exempt. I am not so sure how he can
explain the world being encouraged to contact their
deceased loved ones on these special spiritual dates.
This would certainly seem to be necromantic in nature. Of the many questions that arise out of this
matter, here are just a couple. Would not someone
who has studied the after-death states and become
sufficiently spiritual to be able to contact the dead
lose interest in even trying? Are we looking at contacting the dead as being an incentive to entering
onto the path? As stated, this book provides an excellent starting point into the discussion of death,
however, is the author using humanity’s weakness to
want to make things right with their deceased loved
ones in order to pull them into theosophy?
It is not only death that this book looks at; we also get
a look at the interaction of religions and cultures.
The protagonist, David Elliott, was raised as a Jew.
During the course of the novel he becomes the target
of hatred and violence, for being a Jew and a theosophist. The theme of the Jew as victim is a dominant
theme in our time. The Masters point out that organized religion is the major cause of violence in the
world. As a theosophist, the whole psycho-social exploration of this victimization theme is fascinating.
The Jews have been kicked out of one country after
another for many centuries with the Nazi Holocaust
being the most extreme expression of this historical
cycle of victimization.
In the novel, the Jews are portrayed as reasonable
men and women for the most part, while there is
found existing in the Christian World, especially the
organized religions of the Christian World, a subset
of reactionary men prone to hatred. What is interestFOHAT

ing is that the novel plays out according to what I
would presume to be the Jewish self-image of the
world. Whether done consciously or not this opens
up a whole area of discussion for the student of human nature.
The student is led to ask whether the individual or
group who perceive themselves as victimized, over
time make themselves a victim? To be a victim is to
be in a psychological state where you feel vulnerable.
Fear will tend to make you want to isolate yourself
from your attackers. This brings to mind the topic of
the ghettoization of minority groups. What role does
that play in fostering ignorance and misunderstanding between the majority and minority groups of society? Does the Jewish unwillingness to assimilate
play a role in their cyclical series of pogroms? There
is a whole dynamic that can be explored here to see if
we cannot gain insight into an ongoing tragedy. Are

. . . Truth continued from page 32
My dear Sir, we will hardly ever agree in our ideas
of things, and even of the value of words. You
have once upon a time called us Jesuits; and,
viewing things as you do, perhaps, you were right
to a certain extent in so regarding us, since apparently our systems of training do not differ much.
But it is only externally. As I once said before,
they know that what they teach is a lie; and we
know that what we impart is truth, the only truth
and nothing but the truth. They work for the
greater power and glory (!) of their order; we — for
the power and final glory of individuals, of isolated units, of humanity in general, and we are
content, nay forced — to leave our Order and its
chiefs entirely in the shade. They work, and toil,
and deceive, for the sake of worldly power in this
life; we work and toil, and allow our chelas to be
temporarily deceived, to afford them means never
to be deceived hereafter, and to see the whole evil
of falsity and untruth, not alone in this but in
many of their after lives. (. . .) They are trained to
deceive; we — to undeceive. . .15

The occult obstacles challenging institutions which
call themselves theosophical get more serious, then,
when they decide they prefer publishing things they
know to be falsehoods and lies, and when they decide they prefer not to publish crucial information
which they know to be true.
What do the Masters of the Truth Eternal expect from
us, students of their esoteric philosophy? In a purely
abstract sense, perhaps it is not too difficult to understand, in part. In the precise moment when HPB
15
16

there beliefs that come out of a certain understanding of the Jewish faith that lead to this isolation?
It becomes clear as we read this novel that many theosophists are going to object to some of the ideas that
are presented. This might be unfair given that we are
looking at a work of fiction. On the other hand, is
Bernzweig covering up a truth that the unlearned
reader might not like (that we cannot as a rule contact someone after they have died) in order to bring
the reader closer to a theosophical understanding?
As theosophists we might want to discuss whether
this type of approach is wise. The book when used in
an introductory study group could be a marvelous
tool to explore not only the ideas of the after-death
states, psycho-social themes, and ritual, but also
how a theosophist must learn to think for himself
and not rely on the interpretations of others. We are
all responsible for our own path, and perhaps that is
the greatest lesson of all.

was suffering the most severe attacks coming from
those very same persons whose untrue words are
now “innocently” publicized by “theosophical” editors, the Mahatma K.H. wrote:
Courage then, you all, who would be warriors of
the one divine Verity; keep on boldly and confidently; husband your moral strength not wasting
it upon trifles but keeping it against great occasions like the present one. 16

To some, defending the truth with any small degree
of personal sacrifice may seem too passionate. Perhaps one or two people could even say that such an
odd attitude does not have the amount of hypocrisy
necessary to live well in these days.
Yet for a sincere student of the eternal Dharma there
could be hardly anything more beautiful, kind, good,
pleasant, useful or worthwhile than helping protect
the Teaching, and the Teacher’s Work, from those
poor personalities who do not know, or do not wish to
know the road to inner Truth.
Such a student must be aware of the fact that this
same alchemical process or struggle takes place inside his own consciousness all the time as long as he
is linked to human karma. There is no other path to
go: in order to liberate himself, he has to help
liberate others. In order to liberate others, he has to
liberate himself. There is no difference between
peace unto oneself and peace unto all beings.

The MahatmaLetters to A. P. Sinnett, T.U.P., Pasadena, 1992, 493 pp., see Letter XXX, pages 231-232. In the Chronological Edition of the Mahatma Letters (TPH-Philippines, 1993), please see Letter 74, pp. 222-223.
The Mahatma Letters to A. P. Sinnett, T.U.P., 493 pp., see Letter LV, p. 322 (Letter 130 in the Chronological Edition).
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. . . Water continued from page 40

attain this to its full spiritual extent, even at his present stage of development man does have the power,
through the fire of Mind, to impress and affect his
surroundings. By focussing thought energy, the
molecules of water can be revitalized, in other words
water can be made more “wet”. Dr Emoto has demonstrated that the human word, whether spoken,
written or projected, has the power to inform water
crystals with either harmony or chaos resulting in either beautiful hexagonal crystals or disturbing/ugly
ones. Dr Emoto has brought attention to the ‘life’ of
water and humanity’s influence upon it, and more
people are starting to take interest. (See: The Message
From Water by Dr Masaru

Emoto, published by Hado Kyoiku Sha

. More recently, the
movie What the #!?! Do We Know?, which has gained
significant public acclaim, makes reference to the
work of Dr Emoto.

in Japan, 1999; also see: www.hado.net)

The development over the past thirty or so years of
methods to ‘heal’ water through the use of energy frequency techniques should also prove more and more

helpful as Earth’s water resources become even more
compromised. To quote one such researcher, “Water
needs to be viewed as a living thing and only then can
we begin to understand what it really is, and how it
affects life” (Manfred Bauer quoted in Water of Life by Lonnie
B. Davidson, Santé Natural Products, 2001). Sooner or later
humanity will come to realize that damaged water
equates dis-ease and that it is our responsibility to
make it well again.
The following statement appears in The Secret Doctrine, Vol.II, p.64:
The FLAMES , or “Fires,” represent Sprit, or the
male element, and “Water,” matter, or the opposite
element. And here . . . we find, in the action of the
Spirit slaying the purely material form, a reference
to the eternal struggle, on the physical and psychic planes, between Spirit and Matter, besides a
scientific cosmic fact.

It is interesting to note that water extinguishes fire
on the physical plane — much as materiality can
blind us to our own spirituality.

. . . Judge Case continued from page 36

then a very odd statement is put in the mouth of the
Masters. Besant asserts that they told her that “If on
reading that evidence I found that, with other facts
known to me, it was intellectually convincing, then I
should take action to put an end to the deception
practiced”(TJC pt.2, 38-39). “Intellectually convincing”?
Is Besant trying to tell us that a Master told her to
disregard her heart and rely on her intellect? Are not
the Masters trying to teach humanity to use a balance of heart and intellect with the heart always in
command over the intellect? Truth is discerned by
the heart, not by the intellect. Intellectually, thousands of stories could be cobbled together using the
facts known to her and the letters she was provided
with in Adyar, and the sad part is none of them might
be the true story. This is an occult matter but the
most plausible story, intellectually, would probably
ignore any occult phenomena and stick to a mundane explanation. Such a story would be intellectually convincing but hardly true. The Masters would
not tell someone to judge a matter intellectually; the
intellect is not the tool of discernment, the heart is.
In the above, Besant has paraphrased the Masters,
and she ends with another short paraphrase followed by a direct quotation from her particular Masters:
The order to take action was repeated to me at
Adyar, after the evidence was in my hands, and I
was bidden to wash away the stains on the T.S.
“Take up the heavy Karma of the Society. Your
strength was given you for this.” (TJC pt.2, 39)
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This is sentimental mush uncharacteristic of the
practical matter of fact way the Masters communicated with people. It is more reminiscent of a Besant
speech with its noble sounding platitudes. This
whole matter sounds more like a mischievous elemental reflecting back at Besant her own suspicions
and limited understanding of the occult than it does
a legitimate encounter with a Master.
The problem with Besant’s encounter with the Masters is that if Judge were guilty, she was the wrong
person for the Masters to choose to prosecute Judge
to begin with. This was an official matter that should
have been looked after quietly by the President of the
TS, Henry Olcott. Besant had already demonstrated
bad judgement in trying to have Olcott removed from
the presidency through her over-zealous attitude,
and she had no official standing with the Parent Society of the TS, so why was she involved other than to
provide evidence if called upon to do so? Also, if
Besant were to address the matter, why didn’t she do
it from within the ES? This matter does not seem to
be a matter to be addressed by the TS, as Judge
pointed out. Their constitution did not really have a
place for these types of charges. The ES on the other
hand had members learning the ways of occultism
who may have been a little more capable of judging
the matter. Despite the fact that Judge had never
taken the ES pledge, as a member he could be questioned against the standards of that organization.
This public attack was ill-conceived and ill-advised
by any measure.
FOHAT

Society. If Judge detractors are going to use the lying
scam, then they ought to document cases and show
that there is a history to this type of behaviour. If
Judge were being tortured then I could see him perhaps lying to protect the Masters, otherwise what
need is there to lie at all? Everyone in the Society
knows the ground rules and those outside can be
told to mind their own business. This lying nonsense
is used constantly and is the thin edge of the wedge
that allows us to go on to even bigger lies. There is a
lack of care here by scholars when they jump to these
types of assumptions.

Finally, there is the matter brought up again and
again by those who question Blavatsky and Judge.
Hesselink brings this out at the end of her review:
As with Blavatsky it may be that his crime lay not
so much in referring to the Mahatmas and misusing their authority, but simply in not being a skillful liar. As he was bound to secrecy — lying would
have been at times the only option if repeated
questions were asked.

This aspect of the Theosophical Mythos is the most
misunderstood and abused principle there is.
Blavatsky and Judge are supposedly forced to lie,
and it would seem constantly so, because people are
constantly asking them about the Masters. Prove it!
I suspect the real case is that they never had to lie
concerning the Masters because they were never put
in the position of having to do so. If you think about it
the only people who would receive communications
from the Masters are those who could keep their
mouths shut. If at some later date they lost faith and
started questioning, this would presage their leaving
the Society and hence they would deserve no explanation. If they remained faithful then they would say
nothing. There was only one case when this rule was
broken and that is the Judge Case itself. In this instance, so many lost faith that they simply split the

The Judge Case is based on assumption. To my
knowledge no one has done a careful analysis of Annie Besant during this period, the messages she received, from who, by what means, and the words she
was writing and speaking. If this was carefully analyzed I suspect there would be enough internal inconsistencies to throw her position into doubt. She
herself admits these notes and missives of the Masters were genuine years later in a private interview
with B.P. Wadia (TJC, pt.1, 250). If she feels they are
genuine then on what basis can historians think otherwise?
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. . . Gardner continued from page 42

far as is known never joined a Theosophical organization. Today, their great great grandchildren, to say
nothing of future generations, can look back with

pride on their forbears’ achievements as pioneers of
Theosophy in Western Canada.

l. As quoted by Albert E.S. Smythe, The Canadian Theosophist XVIII: 9 (Nov 1937), 268.
2. Most of the personal and family details in this sketch were kindly provided by his granddaughter Dorothy Sonnenberg (nee
Leonard). Some of the dates shown may be approximate.
3. Information provided by historian Michael Gomes.
4. Lucifer VI, 168.
5. Lucifer X, 340.
6. Darcy Kuntz, compiler and editor., The Golden Dawn Source Book, 190, 215.
7. Lucifer XII, 608.
8. Theosophy XI: 131, 164.
9. The Theosophical Forum (New Series) 4: 3, 13.
10. Wm. C. Clark, “Mr. Clark’s Tour” The Canadian Theosophist 10: 3 (May, 1929), 82.
11. “Death of Joseph Gardner” The Canadian Theosophist XVIII:9 (Nov 1937), 266.
12. Blossoms Culled from East and West, compiled by Joseph Knight Gardner, Privately published, 1938.
13. Beatrice Hastings, ed., New Universe Vol. 1, No. 5 July 1938.

30hat is the Steed, 71wught is the 2?ider

,Jtis the "bridge" by which the ",Jdeas" existing in the "rnivine
71wught" are impressed on Cosmic substance as the "laws of
::Nature." 30hat is thus the dynamic eneroy of Cosmic
,Jdeation; or, regarded from the other side, it is the intelligent
medium, the guiding power ofall mani~station .... 7hus from
Spirit, or Cosmic ,Jdeation, comes our consciousness; from
Cosmic Substance the several vehicles in which that
consciousness is individualized and attains to self - or
r4f.ective - consciousness; while 30hat, in its various
manifestations, is the mysterious link between ~ind and
~tter, the animating principle electrifying every atom into
life. - Secret rnoctrine I, 16
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